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pl. ; (M, L, 1) [and ;j> and ;j; also,
will be shown below]: an ex. of the first of th,
pli. occurs in the saying, (cited by IAar, L,)
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[As the hawk's seizing, or carrying off by force,
tho that are apart from the others of the flock
of birds]. (M, L. See, again, ;l".) [Hence,]
one says ;, nd (M, ](,) and
?;i', ($, M, g,) and t;?J, and *;., (M, ~,)
and V *;, (IC,) and ;l, (.S, M, ],) and tV ,i

($S, ,) and t ;j. , (M, I,) and t 'lIj.., (.,)
[and * ;1 (see an ex. voce i:, in art. _*),] A
bull, ($,) and a thing, (M, ],) that is alone, by
itelf, or apart from others; solitary, or separate
.from others. ($, M, J].) And Vi .l;j. A

lote-tree apart from others. ($.) And ~
;Ut, (M,AC,) and E;fU, (M, TA,) A tree apart

from others. (M, ,' TA.) And t ;U 'a " A
azelle apart, or separate, from the herd. (. , M,

]C.) And , ;ati Ui, and t ;l&, and ;,j, A
he-~eamel that goe away alone, apart from others,

in the pasture, (M, L, ],*) and at the water;
(M in explanation of the last, and L ;) the epithet
applied to the male being * ;bj., only. (M, L.)

And i' &'l tj a;, A lIe is aloe in this affair.

(A.) And it is said in a trad., t.i;U a > j,
meaning Your eem, or shegoat, that ye have set
apart from the flock, or herd, that ye may milk
her in the tent, or house, shall not be reckoned
[among those for which ye are to pay the poor-
rate]: (A:) or the meaning i, what is over and
abovs the iisa., [orfied number of camels, 'c., 
to be give in payment of the poorrate] shall not
be added to the latter and reckoned therenith.
(L.) And in another it is said, t.jAU j. , i
expl. by Th as meaning Such of you as shall
rwgreate hitimlf, as, for instance, one or two, 1
and gain spoil, shall resign it to the collective
body, and not act unfaithfully by taking it for
himself. (M, L.) And in another, ,j;'jll .. ,

J 4.: :.And of yo is El-Murdeli,
he of the solitary turban: this was said of him
because, when he rode, no one with him wore a
turban, to show honour to him. (L.) -, J
;ofiA means I met him, mwe two being alone. (S,

L, ..) - , lqJ 1 , (, M, L, ,) as also

;jJ,, (sI,) signifies The brightly-shiming stars
* - it

(OSl,J.l) in the lhrizon [when other stars, th,erc,
are inviible]: so called because they are apart
from the other [visible] stars. (M, L.) And !
>WlI, (T, M, L, and so in some copies of the al
.C,) in tome copies of the ] t J,3idl, [and thus t
in the CiC,] but the former is the right, (TA,) i
Certain stars, disposed in a row, behind the
Pleiades; ( ;) in some copies of the K, around 0o
the Pleiada: (TA:) certain bright stars around ,
the Pleiades. (T, L.) And (L) Certain stars i
,ound J. [q. v.], which is one of the two a,

stars called X 'tLz l, (M, L, TA,) the other
whereof is called CjJI; (TA;) certain small
stars with jL.; so called because situate apart
from the latter, by its side. (Kitfib Anwa el-
,Arab, TA.) And ;iil is a name of The star (a)

in the hinder part of the neck oft .LJ [the con-
stellation Ilydra; which star is also called ;

.ta,,:J]. (.zw in his description of l:.)_

.i signifies also One ide of a jaw: (M, L, K :)
pl. It1. (M, L.) - And A sandal such as is
termed ;., not patched, nor 'having a second
sole added to it; (K;) a sandal having a single
sole; not having a sole composed of two pieces of
leather swed together, one beneath the other; thus
in the saying,

[0 best of such as ralk with a single-soled sandal],
meaning O best of the great men of the Arabs;
for sandals were worn by the Arabs, exclusively
of the foreigners; and thin sandals, only by the
kings and chief persons of the former. (L.) 
Also, and t t, A bull [app. a rild bull]. (Lth,
T, L. [See also "'.])- [The pl.] .'191 as a
conventional term in lexicology signifies What
have been tranmitted by only one of the lezicolo-
gistJ; what is thus transmitted, if the transmitter
is a person of exactnesas.(as Aboo-Zeyd and El-
Khaleel and others), is admitted. (Mz, 5th ,e.
[See also W1.J, voce ~. 1; a similar, but less
restricted, term: and see J.x 1J])

;j and ;) and ;M and ;jJ: see the next pre-
ceding paragraph, first quarter: and again, in the
econd quarter: and for the first and second and
hird, see also ;1-

,;> fern. of '., [used as an epithet] in the first
of the senses assigned to the latter above. (Mb.) 

;>A One who goes away alone, (K, TA,) havaing
eft his companious. (TA.) 

l; 9s, [Hills, or the like, such as are ternmed]
,tiT [pl. of ., q. v.]. (.C.)

t sel: se ;j, first sentence: _- and see !j. i

1,: see .#A, second quarter: - and see ;i.

,1); see the paragraph here following. 

;li [is most properly regarded as a quasi-pi. n., 
ither than as a pl., of .~; and . is similar to
in meaning]. One says, 1( t1, and U ,
S, M, g,) with tenween and without it, (S,) and

, (4,) like toJ and A, (TA,) and 1,
nd 1;~1, [a pl. of V ;j,] and t .5i, (,) [and
G5J, perhaps thus by poetic license, see an ex. n
a verse cited voce .. ,] They came one by em

n; one at a time; (S ;) one after another: (M, w
:) AZ relates that the Kilibees said, tilq. 1
, [Ye came to us one by one; or one after tl
other]: and tl;j ; .1 , [They are eparate I

persona and pairs], with tenween: and the Arabs

said A;I;*I, imperfectly decl., likened to -10
and &6;, [A party composed of separate pe .,
disposed by ona, or one after another,] and t;S:l!,
which latter is said by Fr to be a pl.: (T, L:) and
the sing. [he adds] is ,i and t ;.ti and * , 
and * i 1i: (T, IC:) but * ;., (ao aecord. toa
copy of the T,) or ~;, (so in the g accord. to
the TA, [in the Cl ,,]) in this sense, [i.e. in
the pl. sense] is not allowable. (T, ]p)

.j,.: see , second quarter, in two places.

1.~: see ;j,, former half, in two places: and
see ;.. - Also i. q. ;j.i [app. as meaning The
beads that divide the other beads of a string]; (T,
A;) in the language of the Ajam [app. meaning
Persians] called -;. [a word I do not find in
any dictionary]: accord. to Ibribeem El-Harbee,
j.i of ilver, like pearls: (T:) or j,. that divide
the pearls and gold: (M, L, V:) and pearls that
are strung, and dirided by other thinys interposed:
(S, L, . :) or pearls that divide the pieces of gold
in a neeklace: (A:) one thereof is termed ' ;,i:
(T, M, A, L :) pl. i5.. (T, M, k(.) And A
precious, or highly-eteemned, gem,; (M, L, 19;) as
also t .di; (I;) as though it were the only
one of its kind; (M, L;) or so called because
unequalled; or because [it is a pearl] found alone
in its shell: (MF:) and as some say, (S,) t , 1
..a1 signifies the large pearl. (., L.) - Also

The intermediate vertebre betwemn the last of the

s vertebrae that are nt to the tI.; [q. v.] of
the neck and the six that are between these .a,
and the [rump-bone called the] ; as also
' W;j: (M, L, ] :) or t [the sing.] sig-
rnifies the vertebra that projects from the part, of
the back of a horse, that is neat to the lhmbar r
tebr'e; intervening betwen the dorsal vertr~
and the lumbar: it projects in some horse.
(M, L.)

;.Vj, and the pl. ,!9: see the next preceding
paragraph, in five places.

i.$i: see ;, first sentence: and see also ;l>,
n two places.

;i One who els, (T, A, L, l,) and one wAo
makes, (M, L, ,) what are terd . , (A, L,
,) i.e. (A) ,;. (T, A.)

I>W: see >.

, W: see >A, first quarter.

i3jJ1l: see >,), latter half.

;L4, and its fem. (with ;): see ;,, near the
niddle, in nine places: - and again, near the
nd. _ Suar of the bt , and
hite. (i.) - And ;jt 0L [Sheu[~ ul]

hich taullio do not resemble (1> '~). (So in
be O and K. [But the right reading is evidently

think, ' * 'Jj which the Turkish traulator
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